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We propose AND, NOR, and XNOR logic gates realized simultaneously for 40-Gb/s networks, in which the
realization of NOR and XNOR logic gates using only MgO-doped periodically poled lithium niobate (MgO:
PPLN) is reported. In our configuration, we exploit broadband quasi-phase matching (QPM) cascaded sec-
ond harmonic and difference-frequency generation (cSHG/DFG), cascaded sum-frequency and difference-
frequency generation (cSFG/DFG) in one MgO:PPLN, and the narrow band QPM sum-frequency genera-
tion (SFG) in another MgO:PPLN. The performance, including the quality-factor (Q-factor) and extinction
ratio (ER), of the proposed multifunctional logic device is also simulated.
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All-optical signal processing techniques are extremely
important in advance optical networks because they can
deal with the ultrahigh speed optical signals, contrary to
currently used electronic devices with limited speed of
signal processing[1]. Logic gates play an important role
in all-optical signal processing, such as various logical
function operations, signal regeneration, pattern recog-
nition addressing, header recognition, data encoding, and
encryption[2,3]. Consequently, all-optical logic gates have
become in-demand in scientific research. Several basic
logic gates, such as AND[4,5], OR[6], NOT[7], NAND[7,8],
and XOR[9−11] gates, have been proposed and exper-
imentally demonstrated in various devices, including
semiconductor optical amplifiers[6,12,13], semiconductor
micro-resonator[14], fiber nonlinearity, and periodically
poled lithium niobate (PPLN)[4,7,11].

Recently, PPLN has become one of the foci of various
scientific research groups because of its complete trans-
parency, absence of excess noise, ultra-fast response,
and other attractive properties[4]. Several mutations of
PPLN, such as pure PPLN, PPLN diffused by Ti[7], and
MgO-doped PPLN[15], exhibit diverse desirable prop-
erties. With all these properties, various second-order
nonlinearities and their cascading nonlinear processes
can be potentially applied to high-speed all-optical sig-
nal processing, such as all-optical wavelength conversion,
optically gated switching, and logic gate.

We propose simultaneous AND, NOR, and XNOR logic
gates with pulse signals of τ0=3.73 ps at 40 Gb/s in this
letter by employing two MgO:PPLNs. In our proposal,
cascaded second harmonic and difference-frequency gen-
eration (cSHG/DFG), cascading sum-frequency and
difference-frequency generation (cSFG/DFG), and sin-
gle sum-frequency generation (SFG) in PPLNs are ex-
ploited. The performance of the logic gates, including
their quality-factors (Q -factors) and extinction ratios
(ERs), is also analyzed through numerical simulation.

Table 1 shows the truth table for the AND, NOR, and

XNOR logic gates.
The proposed logic device is based on two MgO:PPLNs,

in which one uses the cSHG/DFG and cSFG/DFG pro-
cesses, simultaneously occurring at the same MgO:
PPLN for broadband quasi-phase matching (QPM)
employment[16−18], and the other uses the SFG pro-
cess with narrow band QPM[19]. The schematic diagram
for the logic gate device is illustrated in Fig. 1. Two
input pulse signals, S1 and S2, at 40 Gb/s, and a con-
tinuous wave (CW) for control light are injected into the
1st MgO:PPLN waveguide. For the 2nd MgO:PPLN, the
filtered control light from the 1st MgO:PPLN, together
with a CW pump light, is launched.

In the 1st MgO:PPLN, if signals S1 and S2 are located
within the proper wide bandwidth of type I QPM second
harmonic generation (SHG)[15−17], the second harmonic
waves 1 (SH1) and 2 (SH2) will be generated, respec-
tively. In addition, if S1 and S2 appear in the SFG
bandwidth, they will participate in the SFG process,
generating a one sum-frequency (SF) photon by simulta-
neously annihilating one S1 photon and one S2 photon.
The control light is a CW and it will interact with SH1,
SH2, and SF through the DFG processes as long as they
are in existence. As a result, three DFG processes will
by annihilating one SH1/SH2/SF photon to create one
control photon and one idler1/idler2/idler3 photon. To

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of simultaneous AND, NOR, and
XNOR logic gates. TF: tunable filter.
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Table 1. Truth Table of Logic Gates

Input Logic Gates

S1 S2 AND NOR XNOR

0 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 1

Table 2. Parameters of These Two MgO: PPLNs

Symbol Description Value

Λ1 (µm)
Poling Period of the 1st

20.07
MgO:PPLN

L1 (cm)
Length of the 1st

5
MgO:PPLN

d1,eff (pm/V )
Effective Coefficient of the 1st

2.99
MgO:PPLN

A1,eff (µm2)
Effective Interaction Area of the 1st

30
MgO:PPLN

Λ2 (µm)
Poling Period of the 2nd

20.07
MgO:PPLN

L2 (cm)
Length of the 2nd

4.5
MgO:PPLN

d2,eff (pm/V)
Effective Coefficient of the 2nd

16.5
MgO:PPLN

A2,eff (µm2)
Effective Interaction Area of the 2nd

30
MgO:PPLN

achieve a high DFG conversion efficiency, the control
light should experience neither SHG nor SFG with S1 or
S2.

When both S1 and S2 are “1”, light SH1, SH2, and SF
will be created, thus triggering the following three DFG
processes, yielding control photons as well as idler1,
idler2, and idler3 photons. However, only light SH1 or
SH2 exists when S1 or S2 exists without each other. In
this sense, only the control and idler1 photons, or con-
trol and idler2 photons will be created, indicating that no
idler3 photons are found but control photons. If both S1
and S2 are “0”, no SHG, SFG, and DFG processes will
occur, which results in the absence of created control,
idler1, idler2, and idler3 photons. Considering the above
processes, which imply that idler3 exists only when S1
and S2 are “1” simultaneously, along with the informa-
tion presented in Table 1, idler3 is hence suitable for the
output of the AND gate. Moreover, as long as S1 and
S2 are not “0” simultaneously, cont-rol photons will be
created, giving overshoots to the CW control light, which
indicates that information relating to OR operation is
transferred to the control light.

For the 2nd MgO:PPLN, a new CW light pump was
launched in together with the control signal. The wave-
lengths of these two lights meet the SFG QPM condition
through type 0 narrow band QPM interaction. With the
control light carrying the OR gate information, the SFG
process, which acts as the NOT operation, will create
notches on the CW pump light where the control light
has overshoots. If a suitable length of the 2nd MgO:
PPLN waveguide is selected, the SFG process can de-

plete pump light completely at those points where the
control light has overshoots. Acting as the NOT oper-
ation on control light, the 2nd MgO:PPLN makes the
output pump light non-zero only when both S1 and S2
are “0”. As indicated in Table 1, the output pump light
acts just as the output of the NOR gate. Moreover, by
combining the output lights of the AND and NOR gates,
wenaturally obtained theXNORgate, as shown inTable 1.

To realize all these gates, optimum parameters such as
λS1, λS2, λC, and λP should be chosen in our proposal.
The coupled-mode equations[20] describing the SHG,
SFG, and DFG processes in the 1st MgO:PPLN and
the SFG process in the 2nd MgO:PPLN can be numeri-
cally solved using the finite difference beam propagation
method (FD–BPM)[21]. Proper operating parameters of
these two MgO:PPLNs are chosen for our simulation,
some of which are shown in Table 2.

The blue line in Fig. 2 plots the SHG conversion
efficiency versus the input signal wavelength in the
1st MgO:PPLN. The bandwidth (full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM)) for the high SHG conversion ef-
ficiency is approximately 15 nm centered at 1.561 µm.
Considering the requirement for wavelength of input
signals S1 and S2, which indicate that both signals S1
and S2 should have high SHG conversion efficiencies,
we selected λS1 = 1.557 µm and λS2 = 1.565 µm. Af-
ter λS1 and λS2 have been fixed, we also plot two SFG
conversion efficiency curves, i.e., with λS1 = 1.557 µm
and λS2 = 1.565 µm. These two SFG curves confine
a wavelength region, in which the corresponding input
signal should be chosen to achieve high SFG conversion
efficiency. Moreover, the SHG and the SFG curves limit
the control light, the wavelength of which should be
chosen at regions where neither the SHG nor the SFG
process could occur if interacting with any of the two
input signals S1 and S2. In this sense, λC was set at
1.585 µm.

After the wavelength of the input control light was
fixed, we selected the proper wavelength of the pump
light launched in the 2nd MgO:PPLN. The SHG and
the SFG conversion efficiencies with λC = 1.585 µm are
demonstrated in Fig. 3. The blue curve (SHG) indicates
that λ = 1.568 µm meets the SHG conversion efficiency
condition best, which also indicates that both the input
control signal and the pump signal should avoid the tiny
wavelength region around λ = 1.568 µm. The green
curve in Fig. 3 indicates that λ = 1.552 µm meets the

Fig. 2. (Color online) SHG and SFG conversion efficiencies in
the 2nd MgO:PPLN.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) SHG and SFG conversion efficiencies
for the 1st MgO:PPLN.

Fig. 4. Temporal waveforms of AND, NOR, and XNOR gates
at 40 Gb/s. (a) Signal S1 and (b) signal S2; outputs of the
(c) AND, (d) NOR, and (e) XNOR gates.

highest SFG conversion efficiency with λC = 1.585 µm.
In this sense, λP was set at 1.552 µm.

The input signals S1 and S2 were assumed to be
Gaussian-shaped with amplitudes A(0,t) used in our sim-
ulation expressed as

A(0, t) =
√

P0 exp

(

−2 ln 2
t2

τ2
0

)

,

where τ0=3.73 ps is the FWHM of the signal pulse, and
P0=200 mW is the peak power of the pulse signal. Ad-
ditionally, input signals S1 and S2 were considered as
synchronized independent 27–1 pseudo-random binary
sequence return-to-zero (RZ) data streams, with 30-dB
ER and 40-dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Both the con-
trol light in the 1st MgO:PPLN and the pump light in
the 2nd MgO:PPLN are CWs with powers of PC=60 mW
and PP= 50 mW, respectively.

The propagation and conversion characteristics of all
involved waves were simulated based on the above model
and parameters. In the following simulation results, some
typical temporal characteristics of designed logic gates
are shown. The waveforms of input signals S1 and S2
and the outputs of AND, NOR, and XNOR gates are
plotted in Fig. 4. The input sequence of signal S1 is
“1010, 1100, 1011, 1100”, and that of signal S2 is “1101,
0010, 0001, 0001”. Similar to the truth value principle

shown in Table 1, the corresponding output sequences of
the AND, NOR, and XNOR gates are “1000, 0000, 0001,
0000”, “0000, 0001, 0100, 0010”, and “1000, 0001, 0101,
0010”, respectively.

The eye diagrams for signal S1, AND, NOR, and
XNOR logic gates are illustrated in Fig. 5. The Q-
factor and ER, which are defined as Q = 20 lg[(µ1 −

µ0)/(σ1 + σ0)] and ER=10lg(µ1/µ0), respectively, are
used to evaluate the operation performance. µ1 and µ0

are the average powers of logical ”1” and ”0” of the eye
diagrams at the best sampling time, and σ1 and σ0 are
the corresponding standard deviations.

Table 3 shows the corresponding Q-factor and ER of
the AND, NOR, and XNOR gates.

Both Fig. 5 and Table 3 show that the AND gate has
nice eye opening and high Q -factor and ER. By contrast,
the eye opening, Q -factor, and ER of the NOR gate
are not as large as those of the AND gate’s, which is
mainly caused by the two cascaded effects in these two
MgO:PPLNs and non-equivalent coupled coefficients be-
tween the SHG processes and the SFG process in the 1st
MgO:PPLN. The non-equivalent coupled coefficients of
the SHG and SFG processes render different amounts of
created control photons, then the height of the overshoots
to the CW control light are not the same for the SHG
and SFG processes. When those overshoots propagate in
the 2nd MgO:PPLN, they consume different amounts of
CW pump light because of their different powers. Thus,
the SFG process reaches the turning point as the length
of propagation gets longer. This condition indicates that
the SFG process will turn into a DFG process, provid-
ing extra photons to the control lights generated through
SFG in the 1st MgO:PPLN. However, these control lights
generated through SHG in the 1st MgO:PPLN, which are
smaller in power than those generated by the SFG pro-
cess, have not arrived at the turning point. Hence, the
waveforms of NOR are created (Fig. 4). The Q -factor
of the NOR gate is thus not good enough. Moreover,
the performance of the XNOR gate is not so good, that
is, it has small eye opening and low values for the Q -
factor and ER, which are basically caused by two aspects.
Firstly, the performance of the NOR gate is not desirable
because of the non-zero power corresponding to the “0”

Fig. 5. Eye diagrams of the AND, NOR, and XNOR gates
at 40 Gb/s. (a) Signal S1 or S2, outputs of the(b)AND, (c)
NOR gate, and (d) XNOR gates.
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Table 3. Q-factor and ER of Logic Gates

AND NOR XNOR

Q-factor 38.079 dB 19.483 dB 14.976 dB

ER 49.825 dB 3.098 dB 3.322 dB

data, which largely influences the performance. Secondly,
the waveforms of the AND and NOR gates are not of
the same form after propagation in MgO: PPLN. Differ-
ent shapes with different pulse widths cause these two
waveforms to become narrow in the central area. Hence,
the distortion of optical pulse is not as severe as in the
narrow band PPLN[22] because the wide band preserves
most parts of the optical pulse spectra. In our calcula-
tion, the difference of the total energy propagating along
the PPLN waveguide is small and does not exceed 0.9%.
This result verifies that the accuracy of the simulations
is acceptable, and the law of energy conservation is also
satisfied.

In conclusion, a multi-functional logic device that can
realize AND, NOR, and XNOR logic gates simultane-
ously is simulated numerically. The influence of input
signal power and input signal wavelength on the per-
formance, that is, Q -factor and ER of the logic gates,
is theoretically analyzed. Simulation results show that
with RZ input signal of τ0=3.73 ps at 40 Gb/s, the per-
formance of the AND gate is very good, in contrast to
the ordinary performances of the NOR and XNOR gates.
Combined with other devices based on PPLN with appli-
cations in all-optical wavelength conversion[16,17], optical
delay[23], and so on, a multi-functional logic gate device
based on PPLNs in our proposal may be potentially
useful for constructing on-chip all-optical high-speed in-
tegrated devices in advance high-speed all-optical signal
processing, optical interconnects, and computing[24].

This work was supported by the National Natural
Science Foundation of China (No. 11174204) and the
Shanghai Jiaotong University Innovative Practical Pro-
gram.
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